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housing services received must be considered.

The discounted cash-flow capital budgeting tech-
niques such as the present value and the IRR have
frequently been applied to the investment decision
for income-producing properlyl; however, they have
not been applied to the individual's decision to buy a

primary dwelling. Rosen and Rosen2 present a theo-
retical framework for the rental-ownersh ip decision
and test this model using aggregate national dala.
The model emphasizes the imporlance of federal
taxes and the imputed rental value on the decision to
buy. Their theoretical framework is very useful, but
the decision to purchase a house is a personal in-
vestment decision. while the results of their em-
pirical model using aggregate data are interesting,
they cannot be applied on an individual basis.

ln this paper, the IRR for an owner-occupied dwell-
ing is explained and calculated. tirst, the IRR is de-
fined. The cash inflows and outllows thal must be
considered are discussed. Finally, an example of the
calculation of the IRR is presented and compared
with the tlvo other measures of return.

To emphasize the importance of calculating the re-
turn on the housing investment correctly, the lRR,
including the imputed value of the housing services,
will be compared to the an nual percentage change in
the price of the house and to the IRR calculated
without the value of the housing services. The
method ol calculation has a significant impact on the
size of the return. As mortgage interest rates rise and
the hurdle rate for investment in housing increases, it
is important to calculate the return on the housing
investment as precisely as possible.

Defining The IRR

The internal rate of return (lRR) is that discount
rate that equates the present value o{ the cash in-
flows from an investment with the present value
of the cash outflows. Alternatively, the IRR is the
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The decision to buy a home for most individuals is

the most important investment decision they will
make. This decision should be the subject of care{ul
profitability analysis which includes all of the costs
and benefits of homeownership. As inlerest rates rise
and the increase in the price of houses seems less
certain, the profitability analysis for residential real
estate investment should receive more attention. lt is
no longer suff icient to assume that buying a home is

an ind ividual's best investment.

Some general discussions point to the rapid increase
in the price of houses and use this figure to represenl
the return on investment. Obviously, the change in
the price of the house is important, but it does not
take into account tax effects of ownership or the
costs of maintenance or insurance. lnvestors in
income-producinB properties frequently calculate
the internal rate of return (lRR) on their investment.
The IRR takes into account tax effects and all owner-
ship costs. For the homebuyer, however, a house is a
place to live as well as an investment. Both the return
on the house as an investment and the value of the
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market at rates lower than that being paid to the par-
ticipating lender. lt was assumed that the develop-
ment loan would be sold at an interest rate of '14 per-
cent and the acquisition loan at a rate of 13 percent.

The preceding data was entered by hand on the form
shown in Table '1. This input sheet details the speci-
fied variables, allowing one blank space for the mar-
ket value, which is computed by the computer.
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The author's recent assiBnment for a lender involved
considerable "what if" analyses of a prospective de-
velopment, including creative financing on the part
of the lender. A series of assumptions was provided
and alternatives requested. The Apple ll Plus com-
puter was used to assist in the analysis. The following
describes the application of the micro-computer to
the counseling problem.

ln 1978 the American lnstitute of Real Estate Apprais-
ers (AIREA) published an educational memorandum
entitled Subdivision Analysis, which described seven
methods for the valuation of a potential project.

One of the methods considered most applicable
(Method No. 7) allows a potential investor or lender
to recognize quickly the negative cash flows to be
borne by the project, so that loans can be structured
accordingly. This method accounls for all sources of
revenue and expense, including mortgage loans, dis-
bursements, interest charBes, and loan amortization,
in the period in which they occur.

The biggest problem with this method is the volume
of "number crunching" required and the attendant
potential for errors in the process. lf one uses a hand
calculator, al least six to eight hours of time are nor-
mally required. This effectively eliminates the possi-
bility of doing any in-depth sensitivity analysis for a
project. At the same time, it becomes increasingly
evident in using this methodology that sensitivity
analyses are urgently needed. The only way they can
feasibly and economically be accomplished is
through computerization.

The following computer hardware was obtained at a
cost of approximately $5,000: an Apple ll Plus com-
puter with one disc drive (,18K memory), a Sanyo 15"
CRT, and a Texas lnstruments Model 810 dot matrix
impact printer.

The Method No. 7 described in Subdivision Analysis
was programmed and written in Apple Soft Basic
contained on one floppy diskene. The program fol-
lowed the exact lormat o{ Method No. 7; however, it
has been expanded to include the features of partici-
pation lending.

The program can compute the market value analysis
based on the method's assumptions and also divide
the operating cash flows among the participating
lender, the developer, and any third party investors.
It indicates the amount of the development loan and
of the acquisition loan the lender is carrying in the
event all or part of the loans should be sold.

The fact that third party investors are purchasing the
loans at interest rates different from those the project
is paying also can be entered into the program. The
program can eliminate any negative cash flows in a
project so that the developer will not have to put up
any money, if this is his arrangement with the partici-
pating lender.

Erample Of Proiect
The following example describes an actual project
consisting ol 1,074 acres. A tentative map of this
property indicates that 303 dwelling sites averaging
21/1 ac:,es each can be bu ilt on the subject property. lt
is the developer's opinion, supported by market in-
vestigation, that in the first year of development no
lots would be sold; in the second year, 117 lots would
be sold; in the third year, another 117; and in the
fourth and final year, the last 69 would be sold. ln the
first year of sales (the second year of development),
lots would average $12,500. ln the following two
years, lots would average $147,000 and i159,000
respectively.

Estimates of the development loan advances and cer-
tain expenses over each of these years are as {ollows:

Ye.. I Yerr 2 Ye..3 Yaai {
Developmenr loan $2,980,5% 9,378,582 t3,612,330 t3,973,562
advance

discount rate that equates the present value of
the net cash flows from the investment with zero.
Although the two def initions mean the same thing,
the second definition is useful in making the actual
calculations, while the first is more helpful in organ-
izing the information necessary to make the invest-
ment decision.

for prospective homebuyers, some of these cash
flows will be known and others estimated. The mort-
Sage payments and the breakdown between interest
and principal are known, providing the mortgage is a
fixed-rate, fu lly amortized mortgaBe. lnsurance cost,
property taxes, maintenance and the cost of selling
the house as well as the sales price must be pro-
jected. The appropriate value for the stream of hous-
ing services that the house provides must also be
eslimated.

Non-monetary costs and benefits of homeownership
will be excluded from this discussion because they
are impossible to quantify and may not be viewed
consistently by prospective buyers. For example, the
value of a large yard to a gardener is difficult to quan-
tify. This same yard may be considered a cost to other
possible buyers who dislike gardening. Because of
these diff iculties, no attempt will be made to meas-
ure and include these non-monelary costs and bene-
fits in the cash flows.

Cash lnflows fusociated
With Residenlial lnvestment

The cash inflows are of two lypes: the imputed rental
value of the house and the difference between the
sale price and the mortgage outstanding at the time
of sale. The imputed value of the housing services
can be interpreted in several ways. The fair market
rent of the house purchased is one interpretation.
fven if this market data is available, it may not ac-
curately represenl the value of the housing services
to the buyer because the house may not be the type
he would purchase. A more appropriate measure
might be the cost of the alternative housing that the
prospective buyer would purchase. For example, the
cost ol the apartment the individual might rent could
be the appropriate measure of the imputed rental
value.

The difference between the sale price of the house
and the mortgage outstanding at the time of the sale
represents the recovery of the equity, comprised
of the owner's downpayment and monthly debt re-
duction payments and any appreciation in the value
of the house-

Three Groups Of Cash Outflows
The cash outflows can be divided into three groups
based on when they occur. At the time of purchase,
the downpayment and fees are paid. tees involved
with financing are generally tax-deductible and
should be converted to after-lax terms. (Before-tax

costs can be converted to after-tax terms by multiply-
ing the before-tax costs times [1-t] where t is the in-
dividual's marginal tax rate.) Because these cash flows
occur at the beginning of the period, they need not
be d iscounted.

The second group of cash outflows occurs monthly
and includes the mortgaSe payment, property taxes,
insurance and maintenance. The interest portion of
the monthly payment and the property taxes are tax
deductible and should be converted to their
after-tax equivalent. The final group of cash out-
flows takes place at the time of sale and consists
of the commission {ees involved with the sale. These
are tax-deductible and will also be converted to
alter-tax terms.

A Srmpling Of The IRR

Use of actual data will demonstrate the calculation of
the IRR on a residential property. Except for the sales
price, all the figures used are adual figures. Although
these numbers may seem out-of-line in some parts of
the country, they are actual numbers from a medi-
um-sized town in the southeast.

The numbers in the example are factual but the re-
sults of this calculation have no significance beyond
this particular investment decision. The choice to buy
or not to buy a house, like any other investment de-
cision, is based on the situation involved. The deci-
sion maker must supply his or her own estimates for
the cost of the house, taxes, and imputed rental
value. This example is presented to demonstrate the
calculations involved and to compare the IRR with
two other possible measures of return.

To calculate the lRR, the following assumptions are
made:

r The buyer purchased the house for $38,245 in April
1979. At the time of sale, the outstanding mortgage
was assumed with a balance ol about $33,545 and
monthly payments of $284. Property taxes and in-
surance are $15 and $28 per month. The down-
payment on the house was $4,700, and the fees
involved with closing were $80.

. Maintenance costs were estimated to be approxi-
mately $30 per month.

. When the house was sold in September 1980, the
selling price was $,18,2,14 and the balance outstand-
ing on the mortgage was $33,201. (The sales price
was obtained using the homeownership compo-
nent of the Consumer Price lndex to adiust the
price of the house. )

r The sales commission was 7 percent of the selling
price, or $3,37.

r The imputed rental value of the house was $120 -the rent on the apartment in which the
buyer lived before purchasing the house.

o The buyer's marginal tax bracket was 34 percent.

Entineering costs
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An appraisal based on market data indicated the cur-
rent value for the subject property was $13,000,000,
which, according to the computer analysis, came to
$13,031,342. Because this presentation deals with par-
ticipation financing, it was determined that a profit of
approximately 16.32 percent on each lot would be
required to supporl the total value as based on other
variables that were analyzed.

The development loan was based on an interest rate
of '15 percent with repayment accelerated at 110 per-
cent of projected anticipated sales. The acquisition
loan was made on the basis ol 100 percent loan-to-
value ratio at 15 percent interest; its repayment also
was to be accelerated at 110 percent out of escrows.
Based on the market data analysis, the developer
would require a 15 percent relurn on equity.

ln addition to the interest on the development and
acquisition loans, the lender and the developer will
each receive 50 percent of the operating cash flow
after paymenl of expenses, development costs, and
loan amortization-

It is assumed that the participating lender will sell off
two-thirds of the acquisition loan, retaining one-
third each of the development and acquisition loans.
Further, these loans were to be sold in the secondary
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TABI.T
Cash Flows

ln this day of double-digit inflation, "out of this
world" interest rates, and impossible mortgage
terms, it's no wonder thal lenders, investors, brokers
and developers hardly know which way to turn. Mar-
ket data on projects sold as recently as four to six
months ago are hardly relevant to circumstances
today. Changing political conditions as well as uncer-
tainties regarding fuel and energy availabilities and
rising construction costs cause real estate values to
fluctuate accordingly. More than ever before, the
counselor is called upon lo give clients the guidance
and help that they seek and need.

Professional counseling is defined as providing com-
petent and unbiased advice, guidance, and judg-
ment on diversi{ied real estate problems. Clients are
looking Ior solutions in the form of alternatives to
merchandising, leasing, management, planning, fi-
nancing and appraising. ln many of lhese areas, the
counselor can develop the numbers on which deci-
sions can be made. The counselor's function in many
assignments is to prepare a list of alternative answers
to one or more specific questions, from which the
client can make a reasoned judgment and form a
conclusion regarding his course of aclion. This pro-
cedure on the part of the counselor is known as
"sensitivity analysis."

Computer Akl ln Creative Financing Process
ln the past, "sensitivity analysis" was time-consuming
and required many hours of manual number mani-

THE COUNSEIOR,
THE COMPUTER,
AND CREATIVE
FINANCING

by Robert f. Spiegel, C.R.E.,
and Richard de Mornay

pulating. With the advent of micro-computers or
"personal computers" as they are called, this type of
analysis for the counselor is no longer the chore it
was a couple of years ago. Computers capable of
handling extremely complicated software are now
available for as little as $1,500. As few as five years ago
equivalent equipment would have sold for as much
as $15,000. By the time the cost of the program was
added to the cost of the hardware, it wasn't eco-
nomically feasible for the average analyst to make the
investment required to "computerize."

Among recent and puzzling devices that today's de-
velopers and lenders struggle with is so-called cre-
ative financing. The scenario goes something like
th is:

1. The developer approaches the lender to finance a
proposed subdivision, office building, shopping
center, or industrial park.

2. The lender agrees to loan construction financing
at current rates and also provides from 75 percent
to 100 percen( of the acquisition money for the
underlying land.

3. ln addition to the financing, the lender and the
developer will split on a 50-50 basis whatever is lefl
after all expenses and debt service are paid but be-
fore the developer earns any profit-on-sales or
return on equ ity.

4. The participating lender reserves the right
to - and often does - sell off in the secondary
market all or part of the commitment. This action
leverages the participating lender's position;
wherever the lender is successful in selling or lay-
ing off all of the loans, he will be in the same posi-
tion as the developer, with little or no money up
front at risk.

lnitial Cash Flow = Oownpayment + Closin8 Cosrs = U,76 + gB0 = 9,7S0

Monthly Cash Flows

lnterest
Payment

Principal
Reduction

(.1) (2)

After Tax
Tarer & lntereslr

lmputed
Renl

After Tax
Cash Flowsllnsuaance

(3)

Pioperty Mainte-
Taxes nance

After Tax
Cash tlows

Iess
lmpuled Renll

(4) (5) (6) 17) (8) (9)
4n9
5n9
6n9
7n9
Bn9
9n9

10n9
11n9
12n9
1/N
2/N
3/W
4/ffi
5/80
6/W
7/N
8/N
9/ffi

$26s.s7
265.43
265.28
265.'.t4
265.00
2U.85
2U.70
2U.56
265.41
2U.26
2U.10
253.95
263.80
263.64
263.49
263.33
263.17
263.01

$17.85
't7.99

18.',I4
18.28
18.42
18.57
18.72
18.85
'19.01

19.16
'19.32

19.47
19.62
19.7A
19.93
20.09
20.25
20.41

$185,84
185.7 4
185.64
'185.55
'r 85.,16
185.35
185.26
185.17
185.O7
18r'..97
1U.87
1a4.77
18/..67
184.56
184.46
184.36
1U.25
't 84.15

$1m
120
120
120
1m
120
1m
120
rm
120
120
'r 20
120
120
120
120
120
120

$253.69
253.73

253.83
253.88
253.93
253.98
254.03
254.08
254.13
254.19
254.24
254.29
254.34
2s4.39
254.45
254.50
254.56

$133.69
131.73
13J.78
133.83
133.88
133.93
133.98
134.03
't34.08

134.13
134.19
134.24
134.29
134.34
134.39
134.45
'r 34.50
134.56

$28 s16
t6
15
'16

16
16
't6

16
16
15
16
16
16
'16

15
16
16
16

$30
30
30
30
l0
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30

28
28
28
2A

28
28
28
28
28
28
28

28
28
28
28

lAfter Tax lnteresl and propeny Taxel = (1 - .!l) (lnterest + propeny Taxes)rAher Tax Net Cash Flow = (2) + (3) + (51 + (E) = (S).
rAfter Tar Ner Calh Flows Less tmputed Rent: (S) - (7) = (9).

final Cash flow = Sales price - Mortgate Balance _ Commission.
= W,244 - S33,201 - (f - .y) e)n\ = 

'n2.s:|4.

All the steps in calculating monthly cash flows usinq
these assumptions appear in the Table.

These figures were used to calculate three different
measures of return on this investment. The first and
the least preferred is the percentage change in the
price of. the house. Usiig the innualiz"ed price
change, the return is 17.4 percent. With mortgage in-
teresl rates at 14 percent (assuming that the morigage
rate.rs the appropriate cost of capital for the buyer),
thrs rnvestment is marginally acceptable.

When the IRR is calculated in the usual manner,
without including the value of the housing services,
the return increases to 27.8 percent. A--gain, the
investment is acceptable, but the return is w-ell above
the cutoff rate. When the IRR is calculated includins
the ho_using services, the return jumps to .16 perceni
a significanr change from the other two methbds. tt ii
this 45 percent return which the investor should use
in making decisions.

Conclusions
As mortgate rates climb again and the rate of in_
crease in the price of houses seems likely to decline,

the conventional wisdom that real estate is an indi-
vidual's best investment opportunity comes under
serious scrutiny. When prospective homebuyers mav
be uncertain about the decision to buy,'it is im'-
portant thal the return on residential investment is
calculated correctly. By using the IRR framework and
including.in the cash f low estimares of the imputed
value of the housing services received, a rate of re-
turn on residential investment can be calculated thar
comes closer to considering all the costs and bene-
fits of homebuying. As shown in the examole. the
method of calculiting rhe rerurn has a sijnificanr
impact on the estimated returns to residenlial real
estate investment.
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